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Sir ;—
"There are more things in Heaven and earth, friend Horatio, than are 

dreamt of in your philosophy!”

1 ' hese well-known words of Shakespeare were repeated 
before a public audience, by the Secretary of the Acade

my of Sciences, V. S. Vesselowsky, while speaking upon the 
subject of the discovery I had made of a pedagenesis in 
insects, a discovery which for a long time the scientific world 
refused to believe in. I am now compelled to repeat*the 
same words myself, in relation to certain facts about which I 
desire to tell you, and which facts, as a matter of course, will 
be likewise denied by the said scientific world and our skepti
cal public. Notwithstanding this I am decided to come out 
with them, excusing myself beforehand for the length of this 
letter, and begging you most earnestly to give it room in the 
columns of your Journal.

Four years ago, on my return home from abroad, I was 
very much surprised to hear that my friend Prof, lloutleroff, 
a man whom I have known for upwards of twenty years, and 
whose opinions I had ever held in high esteem, appreciating 
and believing in them thoroughly, was completely carried 
away by spiritualistic ideas. In several talks with him about 
Spiritualism, 1 was forced to believe and disbelieve at the 
same time in the existence of phenomena that he declared to 
have personally witnessed, and the latter all the more since 
quite recent experiments tried at the University in the presence 
of the medium D. Home, proves a perfect “ fiasto”, Besides 
that, the opinions of our own press as well as of the foreign pa
pers was decidedly against Home ; therefore it was but natural 
that I should accept the invitation of Prof. Boutleroff to wit

ness the seances with Home; who lived in his house, with 
the greatest mistrust and even aversion. Notwithstanding 
all that, one evening, in company with two of my good friends, 
1 decided ujxm availing myself of the invitation. Home was 

, sick, and I suggested that we should make an experiment 
without the medium,— a suggestion that was readily accepted 

I by Prof. Boutlerotf. I myself chose a table that had never 
lietn used for spiritual experiments; it was of medium site, 
though solid and heavy, and stood upon four straight legs. 
We were five persons in a ll: myself, two of my friends, who 
had never yet witnessed a spiritual performance, Houtleroft, 
and one lady—an old and very respectable acquaintance of 
mine who has a noted terror of such manifestations as coming 
undeniably from the Devil himself. We sat and talked, with 

1 our hands on*the table, for about twenty minutes ; the table 
keeping motionless. Suddenly, the door opened, and in came 
Home himself, half wrap(>ed up in a heavy plaid shawl.

"Aha,” said he, "that’s what you are about! allow me to 
join you.

“ No, n o!”  answered we in chorus,14 -on are precisely the 
tone that we do not want here at all P*

“ Allow me, just for one moment!” say's he, placing himself 
beside me.

Five minutes after that the table began moving towards me.
“ I)o you push it ?” inquired I of the lady opposite.
“ |ay every one of vou your hands on the table with the 

julins upwards,” says Home, doing the same. The table still 
kept on moving.

"Where are your feet ?” inquired I of Home. *
said he, laying both his feet, wrapped up

at me fixedly 
irection, till U
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There they are
in the plaid, on my knee*, and 

Table went on moving in the 
squeezed me to my chair.

Such was my first acquaintance with Spiritualism. The 
result of the experiment was striking. I found myself in the 
position of a man before whose eyes was evidently produced 
a phenomena he was unable to clearly account for.

The table had moved on for a certain time : that was aa 
evident fact; it had moved without the participation of any of 
those that were present for none of them coukl or would have 
done such a thing with the sole object of mystifying me. 
The only exception to the rule was Home himself ; but his 
hands and feet were under my control, and in full view.

1 formed different conjectures, jumping away from one 
theory to another in order to explain the fact. But when 
there it nothing to catch at, the basis for any reasonable 
theory is lacking, and theory is impossible; on the other hand 
I could not help entertaining this suspicion : sup( ose it is all 
sleight of hand, and clever trickery or art. so perfected tha^it 
becomes impossible of detection. I confess that this idea 
prevailed in my mind and seemed the most probable. I could 
not get rid of i t  It brought to my mind thousands of re
ports of the press on the subject of spiritualistic seances. It 
seemed to me that this constant display of the same con-
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ditioos, all this table-tipping and moving, and the same mite ri- 
alizing of hands was more than suspicious. Could’nt it be 
accounted for by the supposition that the so-called “medium,’’ 
had found out some secret means or way of mystifying ami 
deceiving a certain class of the public, generally credulous and 
inclined to mysticism ? But the idea of any trickery under 
such conditions as were applied to Home at the time of the 
spiritual manifestations that occured in his presence seemed 
to me inadmissablc.

Home, who is related by his lirst wife to Prof. Itoutleroff, 
dived in t^e house of the latter for several months, therefore 
the Professor as well as the rest of his household had the 
opportunity of watching him closely during his long stay in 
their family. It is next to impossible that some one should 
not have detected in the lapse of that time preparations of 
some kind or other; and the phenomena occuring at his 
seances, required not only a clever sleight of hand, but also 
machinery more or less complicated and therefore very diffi
cult to conceal.

From my personal acquaintance with Home and what I 
learned about him from Prof. Boutleroff, 1 discovered that, 
first of all, he is a very sickly and nervous man, apt to easily 
fall into somnambulism, a man constantly disposed to fits of 
every description, for the explanation of which our medical 
knowledge is as yet to limited and undeveloped. During my 
stay In SL PetersburgI was present at two of his seances*. At 
one of them nothing occured whatever. We got some slight 
motions of the table, some raps, feeble and hardly perceptible 
and thoroughly insignificant. We sat for about one hour and 
a half around the table, and parted very much disgusted at the 
failure. Moreover Home had evidently reckoned on the sue. 
cess of that seance. It had been advertised beforehand, and 
miscellaneous mystical preparations had been attended to in its 
behalf. During the evening a lady had been constantly in the 
adjoining room, playing, on the piano, Scotch melodies. That 
seance proved to me clearly one thing: that Home is uneskie 
to in t r o / or direct the spiritual manifestations, and that they 
are not subject to his caprice or his power.

The other seance was successful enough. Like the first* 
one, it began and ended at a card table, unfolded in all its 
width and covered with a fine woolen table cover. Two lighted 
wax candles were placed upon it, and one bell and a accorde- 
on. Round the table, besides Home and myself, sat five other 
persons, three of whom were mv personal, dear friends and 
brother professors; one of the other two, placed at the left 
hand side of Home, was an old general, a Spiritualist of many 
years’ standing. I found myself on Home’s right hand. 
About ten or fifteen minutes after we took our places, we 
noticed slight oscillatory movements of the table, and then 
began the tippings. The table inclined one moment to one 
side then to the other, and its motions evidently were not 
produced ky Home. His hands were slightly touching the 
cloth; he took them off very often, sometimes joining the 
palms together, and went on with his conversation paying 
them very little attention. Ttrice his armchair was pushed 
away with himself sitting in it, and each time he very quietly 
brought it back, remarking only, “that they had pushed him.'1 
The longer we sat the stronger became these manifestations, 
exhibiting at the same time an evident periodicity. They 
seemed to flow in waves, tidelike, and reaching their maxi
mum came to a dead calm. Tippings, weak and hardly 
perceptible at first, audible only to Home and the initiated 
ones, became fully defined. Those raps seemed deafened, as 
if coming from a low, hollow place, but nevertheless, pro
duced undoubtedly from certain places on the table and walls, 
the floor, and from under our feet. Once, as the table very 
strongly and in succession reclined on each of the four sides, 
every one of its motions was accompanied by a very loud, 
sharp rap, just as if someone had struck it with all his power 
with the fist from underneath, and right in the centre. Each 
time these successive raps took place, one of our circle, who 
had been Investigating Spiritualism constantly, inquired, if 
the spirits wanted the alphabet; in answer to which we heard 
three raps, and the Spiritualist began to call the French 
alphabet slowly and systematically. Sometimes a letter 
would be indicated by a rap, and then it wasjrut down on 
paper; but no word was formed at all. I confess here that 
this process of conversing with a table impressed me with a
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very disagreeable feeling; 1 had before that heard of such
like, mysterious, childish communications with spirits, and I 
felt ashamed to find myself participating in some degsee, in 
such a superstitious manoeuvre as that. I was glad that it 
resulted in a failure, but at the same time, I could net help 
thinking that it might have proved successful, and that in 
consequence of some extraordinary combination, the letters 
that had been pointed out might have foamed some word to 
the intense pleasnre of the Spiritualists present

Soon after this unsuccessful table-talking, the cloth on the 
spot nearest to Home, began to stretch out as if some one 
were pulling it down. After that, betwten Home’s Wit hand 
and mine, but nearer to me, there appeared in the cloth a 

' slight swelling, a sort of protuberance, that commenced 
moving about from one spot to anothes; 1 rapidly covered it 
with my hand, and the protuberance disappeared. It appeared 
very soon again, nearly in the same spot, still neaser to me, 
and this time the shape of it was more clearly defined. It 
looked like a doubled fist or a foldcd-np hand. I grasped it 
again with my own hand, and it disappeared again as rapidly 
as before. Home then took the accordeon* off the table 

jlowered it with the keys down, and held it under the table, 
pressing it to the under side, near to where the general sat. 
The instrument began to move, swinging itself powerfully 
from side to side. A moment after Home removed his hand 
from it, and the accord eon remained suspended m space, as 

! if it laid upon the air.
‘‘ Monsieur le general,” said Home, addressing the old 

general, “please to look under the table; the accordeon is 
held by some one.”

The general bent himself down, looked, and passed his 
hand several times between the floor and tbc accordeon. 
“There’s no one there,” answered he.

After several minutes of suspension it fell down. Home 
picked it up. Then we saw that the board with the keys on 

| it had become unglued and brokened off.
“ All right! I see now why it could not play,” remarked 

Home.
But for all that, how could the accordeon remain suspended 

in the air and with an unglued key board to it in the bargain i
After all the phenomena I witnessed, I carried out one 

clear, undeniable conviction; the motions of the table and 
| the raps do exist and are a fact. These phenomena are 
purely rea l; objective, and most certainly belong on the one 
hand to the realm of physics, and on the other— to psychology. 
But it seems to me there is another side to them in this 
question.

With the peculiar influence which must affect and over
power all the persons present, the medium especially included, 
— for he represents in this circle something like a tuning- 
fork among instruments,— those phenomena become gradu
ally subjective, invisibly bordering upon, and ebbing into 
hallucination, till they become the results of a purely psycho
logical state. Thus, the reason why the element of mysticism 
assumes such a prominent part in those manifestations, and 
the strange explanations of the phenomena given, by fervent 
Spiritualists are easily accounted for.

While the second seance was taking place, Home had asked 
several times of the persons present, if they did not see 
something white standing between him and the table. But 
this tom (thing was visible to Home alone, or I may sooner 
say— existed only in his own imagination. Therefore there 
would have been nothing very' extraordinary if every one oi 
us had given way to this peculiar, mysterious, nervous state 
of mind, seeing as well as himself that “something white,’ ’ 
which hallucination developing and strengthening, under such 
an unwholesome mental disposition should compel us to see 
gradually assuming a human shape. The same theory, I 
thought, can be easily applied to those seemingly objective 
tomhes felt by some persons in the circle. 1 felt them my
self on the knee, but this touch was so slight and so insignifi
cant, that 1 did not hesitate for a moment at that time to take 
it for something subjective. It seemed to me then that every 
series of spiritual seances, as a rule, began by objective 
phenomena, perfectly real, manifested more or less distinctly 
by raps and table-moving ; after which, when on the one hand 
the Spiritualists were pretty well tired out with a long sitting, 
and, on the other, their nervous systems began to feel over
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excited, there came in at that time a long procession of 
delusive phenomena, which are all accepted as real by the 
Spiritualists.

But what is the cause that provokes those real spiritual 
manifestations? This question has remained and remains 
till now a dark puzzle to me. My greatest desire was to 
investigate them, but I had no opportunity for it as I became 
convinced that for such an object as this what is of the hist 
necessity is to have a medium, namely, a person whose 
nervous system presents perhaps a very slight difference 
with the nervous systems of the average of us mortals ; but 
which is still strong enough to call out phenomena, that it 
seems to me might be named psycho-dynamical ones. 1 
blamed very strongly Prof. Boutleroff and A. N. Aksakoff— 
both of whom took a constant and prominent part in Home's 
seances— for not conducting the latter under strictly scientific 
tests, and for not changing them into a series of psycho
physical experiments and investigations. In answtr to my 
complaints I generally received such excuses as, for instance, 
that these manifestations were very whimsical and uncertain, 
that they varied, and could be subjected with great difficulty 
to the conditions of tests and experiments, and that long 
years of patient investigation were required, sometimes, in 
order to see something satisfactory. As a proof of that, they 
brought forward the investigations of the subject by the emi 
nent chemist Crookes. I follow the progress of the latter 
attentively in a pamphlet called “ Spiritualism and Science,” 
in 1872, edited by M. Aksakoff for the purpose of benefiting, 
by them, the Russian public.

In October last, I was again invited by Messrs. Aksakoff 
and Boutleroff to take part in spiritual seances, in which the 
phenomena were manifested in the presence of another me
dium a M. Brediff. I accepted, and in my turn, invited an 
old friend of mine, a physiologist, one I)r. A. Mrs. Aksakoff 
desired to be included also in our seances, and a circle was 
formed of six persons. Besides the six above mentioned, we 
had invited to join us one of my brother professors of Natural 
Science, a young but very eminent zoologist, and another 
young man, a student of chemistry and a pupil of Prof. Bout 
leroff.

Camille Brediff is a professional medium, namely : one who 
will go anywhere for a certain sum of money. He is a 
Frenchman, from Paris, an ex-crockery merchant, who had 
seen fit, in hop0 of better results to his pocket, to benefit him 
self through such mediumistic gifts as Nature had very 
generously endowed him with. He is a young man, of slight 
build and stature, with rather a good looking and good 
humoured though somewhat vulgar face, and sharp black eyes.

Very naturally a person of such a description inspired in us 
very little confidence, and we agreed to keep a constant watch 
over his hands and feet, with a view to ascertain, beyond any 
doubt, that the manifestations taking place at these seances 
were not helped along by the said hands and feet. Therefore,
I will describe only such of the phenomena as were manifested 
only when this medium's hands were in strict custody of his 
neighbor's hands, and both his feet placed either on our knees 
or held under the boots of those who sat near him. I was 
convinced of the reality of, and genuineness of the manifes 
tations hereinafter described by a long series of experiments j 
under various test conditions. For instance, the table moved 
and tipped, though feebly— only when no one was sitting near 
it or touched it.

T E S T IN G  M ED IU M S.
To the Editor o f The Spiritual Scientist:

S ir : I shall be obliged bv vour allowing me to make a 
few remarks with regard to the box trick to which you allude 

• in vour comments on my letter.
You say I was deceived in the matter and instance it as a 

case to show the value of testing mediums. Now the history 
of the box business, so far as I am concerned, is simply this:
I was invited to attend a seance at I)r. Storer’s ; I sat as a 
spectator with some twenty others, and witfessed what took 
place. I had seen the explanation given in London, by Dr. 
Sexton, of the box trick there, which was effected by a flannel 
in the bottom of the box giving away. On the occasion in 
question at Dr. Storer’s office, the box had strips of paper 
stuck on in various directions. I knew therefore in this case 
it could not be done as Dr. Sexton explained it. The pro
ceedings were under the immediate inspection of two shrewd 
non-Spir dualists— practical men of the world. They admitted j

their inability to explain what took place, and not believing in 
spiritual agency left the modus opcrandi an open question. 
I and others who believed in the penetrability of matter by 
spirit power were dis|>os#d to put It upon that basis, and 
under the circumstances I think we can hardly be blamed for 
doing so. A few nights after, when the trick was discovered, 
it was not through any testing process, but simply through 
the performer’s own inadvertence— he failed . to propeny 
adjust the side of the box after he had effected his entrance, 
— and thus the secret was discovered. The coadjutor of 
Martin was a medium, and, therefore, it is probable that the 

1 exhibition was to some extent spiritual. A mixture of the 
true and false, and more calculated to deceive than if wholly 
a fraud ; just as a half lie is apt to be more dangerous than a 
whole one.

Understand me, I do not wish for seances to be conducted 
in a )oo»e and unsatisfactory manner, and for no precautions 
to be taken to guard against fraud. My remarks are directed 
against harrassing mediums with conditions that are calculated 
to hinder the manifestations when there is no real necessity 
for their adoption and no end to be gained thereby.

^remain, Yours faithfully
* * Robkrt Cooper.

From the Bmtoo HrrakL

O BSESSIO N .
Some of the most distinguished preachers in this city, in 

their discourses on Sunday, accounted in a precisely similar 
manner for the wave of crime and disaster which is now 
sweeping over the country— over the world, in fact—as did 
the speakers at the Spiritualists’ convention at Rochester 
Hall on Saturday last. Notable among remarks on the sub
ject are those of Rev. Dr. Ia>rimer, who attributed the evil 
deeds of the day to the active presence among men of demons 
«»r evil spirits, who personally were constantly and persistently 
influencing and inciting to wrong courses. This is the exact 
ground occupied by advanced believers in Spiritism, although 
the two parties in belief are at opposite extremes in practice, 
and deduce far different conclusions from the fact they alike 

| recognize. If the fact of obsession shall become generally 
recognized— as we apprehend it is not at present—«  revolu
tion must surely ensue in the lives and practices of those who 
have heretofore supposed that their movements towards right 
and wrong resulted from innate instincts of their own. made 
active by seen and known influences and circumstances with 
which they are brought in contact. The declaration of Dr. 
Lorimer, that unseen powers of darkness are the principal 
agents in the commission of crime, working through men and 
women who have become reckless and careless, and that of 
Miss. Lizzie Doten to precisely the same effect, will, if re
ceived, irresistibly draw attention to the warfare which must 
be recognized as entering into men's lives, and the amount of 
responsibility incurred by every individual. And very singu
larly this theory is already applied, in many instances. Dr. 
Gardner, at the Spiritualists' convention, insisted that Jesse 
I’omeroy and persons of his class and crimes should be put 
out of existence, so far as this life is concerned, and that 
speedily. Another speaker was equally certain that no such 
implied addition should be made to the hosts of demons, who 
unseen may work constantly upon those still in the flesh, and 
thus prove more terrible adversaries in their death than in 
their life. Both extremes on the question take the ground 
that this may be the result, and the only alleviating theory 
presented is that of some Spiritualists, that such demons 
may be better taken care of “on the other side” than m this 
world. The main point, in this question- of obsession, is of 
course that of individual responsibility. Dr. Lorimer and the 
class of thinkers he represents will insist that a man shal 
prove himself on the side of right in spite of any or all influ
ences, known or unknown. So, perhaps, will all who discuss 
the subject, the difference being chiefly in the standard of 
right Hut meanwhile the tendency to a belief in fatalism, 
which is at the bottom of much of the wrong-doing existing 
at present may be vastly strengthened by these views imper
fectly understood, and the text will bear enlargement.

THE STATE CONVENTION.
Tha Annual State Convention of the Spiritualists of 

Massachusetts was held in Boston, Saturday and Sun 
day of the past week, but no important business w as 
transacted.
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H istorical and P hilosophical.

Translated bun the French of Revue Spirit# of Pam.

QUID DIVINUM.
B Y  MR S. E M M A  A .  WOOD.

THE article* that follow in this connection are in answer to a letter in a former 
number of the Rerue, to whose writer our author, while substantially agreeing 
with him in sentiment, ret replies by “Quid divinum ” The insertion of the 

tetter, however, is not necessary to a comprehension of “Quid divinum," which 
will, 1 think, be found suftdently interesting and important, treating a* it docs of 
the intimnlc relation of all material things to thiogs spiritual. It is also interesting 
ns an illnotration of the manner in which the subject te treated by French Spiritists 
of different schools and of different views in the same school—showing how a 
•ubiect assumes new aspects in passing through various forms of mind.

reeefgn Spiritists, it is well known, hold some peculiar views, which though 
adapted, cither wholly or partially, by some of our own people, have not, as yet, 
been fully indorsed by the majority among us, the princi|>al one being the reincarna
tion of the soul through various human bodies, either in this or in Other worlds 
until the sours purification has reached its highest degree. They, however, ea- | 
presets repudiate the ancient idea of the human soul entering the body of an inferior 
animal Everything progressing to good, no backward step is permitted by the Infinite 
Ruler of all. This doctrine of rei nearest ion so permeates all their writings that 
every argument and every exemplification is colored by it, and those who read, as 
well as those who translate, must look at their arguments from the stand-point of

of the guild nesss » ,
as they will, i 

of the Creator.
every new investigation, fresh proofs

T H E  D O C T O R ’S R E J O IN D E R , C O N T IN U E D .

1J. The instinctive organic animal fluid which evaporates 
from the body and stamps everything it touches, so that the ani. 
mal from which it has escaped can be recognised, which prompts 
the utterance of cries of terror and of joy, which precipitates 
the animal on its prey, or makes him fly from a danger, is 
inevitably the sensorium of all the interior passional man
ifestations of the animal; the sensorium of all the exterior 
perceptions of the animal, is what links the animal to his 
organism and to the exterior world -, it is the common motor 
of the muscles and nerves. Well, it is this 1 call an animal 
soul.

This ascending scale through which the animal fluid passes, 
this perfecting without changing its nature, this facility it has 
of diffusing itself abroad without losing its specific properties, 
the power it has of awakening the passions of some animals 
and of terrifying others, seems to me must be the cause of 
the magnetic action of some over others, and that it can be 
extended even to plants.

These different outlines, which I have submitted, seem 
to me to agree with the opinion of the celebrated naturalist, 
M. de Blainville, who said that all creation was the realization 
of one same synthesis. These same outlines appear to me to 
be the explanation of these words of St. P aul: “ We are all 
one same body, we are all one same spirit.”

And the reunion of all these outlines in humanity makes 
me say still with him : “God has known and loved us before 
we were."

As all my deductions are drawn from anatomical and phys- 
iological facts acquired through science, I can still say with 
St. Paul: “ The invisible perfections of God, His eternal 
power and Divinity are clearly seen, being understood in His 
works from the Creation of the world.”

18. 1 have said (A rt XIII.) that the blood is mingled with 
the instinctive fluid and that it imparts its qualities and its 
delects, as, vice versa, this instinctive fluid is mingled with 
the blood and gives to it its qualities and its defects. Let us 
try to determine of what nature that is which, in the blood, 
influences the instinctive fluid. How is the blood formed ? 
We have seen it is by the action of the organs of vegetal life. 
But these organs are in affinity with the earth and its pro
ductions from which they draw their nourishment. They are 
by respiration in affinity with the atmosphere which envelops 
the earth. The earth, with its atmospheric bed, travels 
through space, in what you call the universal fluid. Theie 
must necessarily be an exchange between them, so much so 
that everything that partakes of the nature of the earth and 
its bed of air must partake of the nature of the universal fluid, 
If, then, the blood communicates something of itself to the 
instinctive fluid, this must be only a fluidic emanation and 
partaking of the nature of all that assists in its formation, 
that is the universal fluid, the earth fluid, the atmospheric fluid 
and the organic fluid of vegetal life.

19. At death the instinctive organic animal fluid leaves the 
body and the blood ; bat can it detach itself from this bed, 
from this vegetal fluidic covering, from the blood whereby it

is imbued, penetrated perhaps, and who shall say it is not 
saturated by it ?

I believe not. I believe rather that it can be separated 
only when, by the progress obtained by reincarnations, it is 
called to leave our globe ; until that time, inasmuch as it can 
not go higher, this fluid which follows it serves it as perisprit 
on our earth. What proves it is, that Spirits of a but slightly 
elevated order love the places they have inhabited, and rarely 
leave them for fear of being lost.

It is only when they have come to the knowledge that they 
can use the fluid of the incarnated that they go elsewhere, 
then, when they encounter a fluid similar to their own, and 
which recalls to them some of their former evil sensations, 
begins the power of obsessing. Still it is all done blindly, 
for want of a better direction. Indeed, if you speak to the 
obsessing Spirit, make him listen to you, instruct him, make 
him see the light, at once his obsession ceases.

20. If it were not so, it must be supposed that when a bad 
Spirit wishes to obsess a person, he could fabricate a perisprit 
ad hoc. Now we know that the obsessing Spirits are all ig 
norant; we learn from the “ Book of Spirits” that the superior 
Spirits assist Spirits already advanced to form for themselves 
a perisprit in accordance with their mission. Thus, we should 
be obliged to think that there are higher Spirits charged with 
with the duty of fabricating perisprits for those bad Spirits 
who might want to obsess a person.

This thesis is untenable. Neither do 1 believe, as my o p 
ponent pretends, that there are Spirits charged to execute 
great works, insinuating into a perisprit some molecule des. 
tined to make us diseased. This character does not belong 
to a superior Spirit.

Nevertheless 1 believe in the possibility of being ill from 
that cause. The book of Job furnishes us an example. But 
here it is the theory of the fact, arranged in a drama and very- 
well drawn ; but in practice, they are bad Spirits who do so 
by obsession, and that also is done as we see it here, by cloth
ing worn by the diseased, it is always the perisprit that acts.

21. If my demonstration of the perisprit is true, which I by 
no means affirm, it is a study which 1 submit to the appreci 
ation of all serious Circles; if it be true, I say, it is easy by 
the action of the passions on the blood producing rage, by 
the action of a nurse's anger on her milk, which can kill her 
nursling, it is easy, I say, to determine the moral cause of dis
eased ; it is in every infraction o f  the law o f  progress which 
God has enjoined on man ; this law is that light o f  a superior 
idea of which Cams speaks.

As God is a good Father, he will make those only responsi
ble who have attained a certain degree of development; this 
is why you see so many persons do certain things with im
punity, which in others are severely punished. It is to these 
last 1 address the words of C hrist: “Thou hast believed,
Thomas, because thou hast touched, happy those who have 
not seen and yet have believed.” In fact, those who are 
punished by the evil had been warned, instructed ; they came 
to submit to the trial; they have failed. The consequence 
of the moral fault translated physiologically by disease makes 
them touch with their finger the sore spot in their heart. 
Happy those who, warned, instructed, have not failed in the 
trial i they have believed without seeing, they have not fallen 
sick, they have not been obliged to touch.

Yet there are noble wounds, the wounds of Christ are an 
example, with those of all true servants of God, of all the sol
diers of Christ. Those wholly given to their work devote 
themselves entirely, and use their bodies if they are not killed. 
I am not troubled for them, on the contrary : “We know 
where they go, and we know the w a y b u t  I ask that from 
here below the sympathy of all noble-hearted men may be 
given them.

There are many other maladies which result from the in
fluence of the surroundings. It is evident that an organism 
to be regular in Sts functions needs a regular sphere con
formable to its nature. But this is an accident, not a disease.

22. I f my demonstration has any value, what I have called 
instinctive organic animal fluid would resolve itself into a 
fluid, which from the blood goes to the instinctive animal fluid, 
and into an instinctive animal fluid.

This which from the first goes to the second, and which is 
born of the organism with the blood, partakes like it of the
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nature of all that has assisted in its formation, whether by the 
relations of the organism with the earth and its productions 
through nourishment, or by respiration with the atmq^phere 
and the universal fluid in which it moves, and with which ex
changes must exist. This flrst fluid which we have detaihed 
from the whole by an analytical study, I propose to call or. 
game fluid. This organic fluid can be but the perisprit.

As to the instinctive animal fluid, I propose to study it, and 
to analyze it also with the help of the ideas furnished by- 
anatomy and physiology. D . O .

HISTORICAL PREDICTIONS.—LADY DAVII S
f Sir John Davies was a very able and learned lawyer: and 
the author of an Abridgment of Sir Edward Coke’s Reports, 
in Law-French, which was translated into English after his 
decease, as were also his Reports, flrst published in I .aw. 
French.

Sir John’s lady was a very singular character, and dealt 
much in foretelling. An account of her predictions was 
pnbltshed in 164% >n 4to, under the title of Strange amt 
U'onderfnl Prophecies. She was reported to have foretold 
the death of her husband. Anthony Wood, speaking of the 
time of Sir John Davies’ death, says : “ It was then commonly- 
rumoured, that his prophetical lady had foretold his death in 
some manner, on the Sunday going before. For, while she 
sat at dinner by him, she suddenly burst out into tears; 
whereupon he asking her what the matter was, she answered, 
‘ Husband, these are your funeral tears;’ to which he made 
reply. ‘ Fray, therefore, spare your tears now, and 1 will be 
content that you shall laugh when 1 am dead.' "

Lady Davies also foretold the death of Archbishop I.aud ; 
but appears to have been mistaken as to the time. She had 
before spoken something unluckily of the Duke of Bucking, 
ham, importing that he should not live till the end of August, 
which raised her to the reputation of a cunning woman 
amongst the ignorant people; and now she prophesied of the 
new Archbishop, that he should live but few days after the 
fifth of November ; for which, and other prophecies of a more 
mischievous nature, she was brought into the Court of High 
Commission. Much pains were taken by the court to dispossess 
her of this spirit; but all would not do, till Lamb, then Dean 
of the Arches, shot her through and through with an arrow 
borrowed from her own quiver.

This was certainly the most sensible way of animadve:ting 
on the poor lady’s infirmities; but to this course unfortunately 
her judges did not confine themselves. She was prosecuted in 
the High Comission Court, particularly for what was called 
“an enthusiastical petition to King Charles;" aud was treated 
with great rigor and cruelty. She was fined three thousand 
pounds, and closely imprisoned three years in the Gatehouse. 
Westminster. She is also said to have been confined several 
years in Bethlem Hospital, and in the Tower of London ; and 
she complained that, during part of her imprisonmeut she was 
not allowed the use of a Bible, nor permitted to have the at
tendance of a female servant.

Such is the account of the prophetic Lady Davies given in 
the Riographia Rritannica, to which may be added the fol
lowing from Aubrey ’s Miscellanies: “ Before the Civil War, 
there was much talk of the Lady Anne Davys’s prophecies . 
for which she was kept prisoner in the Tower of London 
She was sister to the Earl of Castleheaven, and wife to Sir 
John Davys, Lord Chief Justice in Ireland : I have heard his 
kinsman (Counsellor Davys of Shaftesbury) say, that she being 
in London (I think in the Tower), did tell the very time of her 
husband’s death in Ireland."

T H E  W IL L FA TH ER  TO T H E  DEED .

I recollect," said Sir Jonah Barrington, “in Queen’s County, 
to have seen a Mr. Clerk, who had been a working carpen

ter, and when making a bench for the sessions justices at the 
Court house, was laughed at for taking peculiar pains in 
planing and smoothing the seat of it. He smilingly observed, 
that he did so to make it easy for himself, as he had resolved 
he would never die till he had a right to sit thereupon, and he 
kept his word. He was an industrious man— honest, respect
able, and kind-hearted. He succeeded in all his efforts to 
accumulate an independence; he did accumulate it and 
uprightly. His character kept pace with the increase of his 
property, and he lived to sit as a magistrate on that very 
bench that he sawed and planed.
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SP IR IT U A L ISM  T E A C H E S  H U M IL IT Y .

Another thing which Spiritualism does for the mind it 
relieves it from all restraints of prejudice and superstition, - 
and removes the arrogance of scientific egotism by showing 
th t̂ the mind can never know everything, or be competent to 
measure all probabilities: that there is always an infinite 
domain lying beyond its furthest flight: that in its highest 
pride of attainment it has but reached the stepping stone of 
true science— is but stammering over the alphabet of Nature's v
laws— but faltering on the threshold of the august Temple of 
Creation. Thus it trains the mind to listen to all teaching-, 
and to receive that which judgment and common sense ap. 
prove, and reject that that will not bear the test of reason and 
intuition.

W E A R K  S P IR IT S  A L R E A D Y .

Another great doctrine, first advanced by the spirit-world 
is that of a connecting link l*etween all minds in the universe 
— that the substance of soul is everywhere the same— God 
himself being its infinite, and the human intelligence its finite 
forms, thus establishing an intimacy of relation, an essential 
sympathy between the highest and lowest forms of conscious 
being, and leading to a comprehension of universal Deity not 
before conceived of. Next, it reveals the connection lictween 
the material and spiritual worlds, giving palpable proof of a 
hereafter, anti making the inner and outer life only different 
apartments in the same temple, showing that spirit-life is ever 
with you : and indeed you are spirits already— that ever)p*bul 
among you is even now in the spirit-world, and that not afar 
off are the celestial mansions, but that as was said by Jesus*
“The kingdom of heaven is within you."

WHAT SPIR ItU A U S M  DEMANDS.

Now let us sum up what all this means : It means that to
no age or generation does Spirituiflsm confine its benefits.
No true believer in its doctrines claims that it possesses any 
abstract truths superior to the highest ideas of the past. It 
boasts no monopoly of excellence nr wisdom. It only says,
I am one of the channels through which you can receive 
knowledge. It does not require of its disciples adhesion to 
any creed, or formulary of belief, but it demands that even- 
man shall be permitted to worship his own Cod after his own 
form, in his own place, and at his own time, because Deity 
has so stamped himself on the soul that its relations with him 
are independent of circumstances and education. His voice, 
when fairly interpreted, says not, “ Believe on pain of eternal 
condemnation,’’ but “ 1 lived before the world began I spake 
in the first breathings of inspiration, and have been heard in 
every lofty utterance of the human soul.'’

ELOQUENT PERORATION.

And Spiritualism also says: 1 came down to you. through 
all the ages of the past, in the form of all that is beautiful* 
impressive and profound— in the emliodied conceptions of 
poet, sculptor, painter, orator, philosopher. Indeed, I am as 
old as Time himself. That special inspiration upon which 
you hang your faith, and which you rerard as a precious gift 
trom heaven— in that also 1 am visible. In the Old Testa
ment, I spoke to the Prophets; in the New Testament, to 
John, the Kevelator I am seen in the gifts of the spirit to 
all believers in so-called Revelation; I have swept over the 
battle-field bv the side of every hero ; I have driven the bloodv 
chariot of devolution over the necks of prostrate kings; I 
have fought and conquered Error in a thousand shapes.
Mine are all the forms of truth, past, present and to c o o k  in 
all her multiplied resurrections. Yes, Spiritualism means the 
undying advancement of the soul, the everlasting elevation of 
the mind. It holds the key to the history o f civilisation. It 
includes a ll the conquests of science, a ll the attainments o f  
art, a ll the *evealments of religion. It implies that which m 
time shall cause the world to a^opt newer and higher methods 
of life, which shall insure freedom and order among the 
nations, and endow them with a lofty and unsullied spirit of 
devotibn.

Remember, that Spiritualism deals not alone with the 
modem phenomena alluded to under this title, but criticises 
and investigates the revelations of all past ages, searching 
wherever poets have found images of beauty or of terror, 
wherever prophets have raised their warning voice, wherever 
sages have toiled amid the hidden things of nature.

And yet you ask if there are any truths in Spiritualism!
You mirht as well inquire if there is any truth in Nature and 
the world, and in both cases our answer would be the same.
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PROFESSOR WAGNER S REPORT.
We publish in this issue the first portion of the admir

ably clear account by Prof. Wagner, of the Imperial 
University of St. Petersburg, of his recent seances with 
M. Bredif. The document will command the respectful 
attention of the scientific body of which this great Rus
sian naturalist is so distinguished an ornament. Prof. 
Wagner is to his country what Huxley is to Great 
Britain, and his fearless announcement of his conversion 
to the Spiritualistic philosophy has created as great an 
excitement in Eastern Europe as would the adhesion of 
the great British materialist in the Western portion and 
in this country.

The investigating party in this instance embraced other 
savants besides Prof. Wagner; two brother professors, 
one eminent pathologist, and the Hon. Alexander Aksa- 
koff, being enumerated as attendants. Thus, little by 
little, the new philosophy is making its inroads into the 
Sacred precincts of the Academies, and claiming its con
verts. The Roll of Honor, which already bore such 
names as Wallace, Crookes, Varley, Flammarion, Hare, 
—has now inscribed upon it those of Wagner, and his 
distinguished co-laborers.

It will be observed, as a strong indication of the fair
ness of Russian investigators, that they were in the main 
convinced by the simple manifestations of the table 
rightly judging that the occurrence of a rap, the oscilla! 
tion of a ponderable body, or the momentary neutral, 
ization of gravity by another force, was as important, in 
a phenomenal sense, as the more striking materializations 
of Prof. Crookes or Col. Olcott. The example set by these 
gentlemen might be imitated by the disdainful wiseacres 
of the British and American Associations with advantage 
to their future reputation for intelligence and fairness.

A MAGIC MIRROR.
A lady resident in a large city in New York State, pur

chased some time since in Europe one of those magic 
mirrors in whose black concave surface the “conscious 
clairvoyant”, as Major Buckley called those, whose inte 
nor vision is opened while the person it awake, are able 
to see the wonderful phantasmagoria of the spirit-world.

It is formed apparently out of a great black onyx, some 
15- inches in diameter and is polished more highly than 
cut glass, is framed in black, and rests upon a crimson 
silk pad in a handsome morrocco case. At a recent 
seance the powers of this bowl of fate were fully ex
emplified. A clairvoyant woman gazed at it, and for 
more than two hours described with scarce ajnoment’s in
termission landscapes, emblematic groupa, scenes tran
spiring by land and sea, in the snowy fastnesses of the

Far North, and on the burning sands of the Great 
Sahara Desert. The forms of deceased friends flitted 
across it, and messages were displayed on white sheets, 
or paper screens held up before the secress's eye. 
Anon a mounted cavalier would dash into the field of 
of vision, or the exciting episode of a lion chase be ex
hibited. Take it all in all it is one of the most curious 
of the phenomena of the school of Magic. The potency 
of the Magic Mirror was avouched in the earliest historic 
periods. The Ancient Egyptian soothsayers used a drop 
of ink in a polished metalic basin or a dark fluid held 
in the palm of the hand. In modern times the most 
famous among the adepts in this form of divination 
was from Doctor Dee, whose magic crystal is still pre
served in the British Museum, and who fell a victim to 
the ignorant intolerance of his times.

The true magi* mirror, is prepared by a high caste 
priest, with solemn and peculiar ceremonies. Its potency 
is supposed to depend upon the nature of the ceremonies, 
and it may be made to represent either the dark or light 
side of Nature—to attract either good or evil spiritual 
influences.

Very large sums have sometimes been paid for a good 
mirror, and for the one in question was thought a great 
bargain at the price of $250, it having come from India. 
Its present owner having procured another glass will 
sell this one, and it may be worth the while of some 
wealthy Spiritualist desirous of possessing so great a 
curiosity to open communication with her, through this 
office.

SPIRITUALISM IN RUSSIA.
The Journal des Debats in its issue of the iitho f 

May contains an account of the intense interest which 
Spiritualism is now exciting at St. Petersburg, both in 
general society, and among men of science. Among 
these is Mr. Wagner, whose article in the last number of 
the Messager d’ Europe, (now in the Scientist) has, it 
seems, produced a profound and widespread sensation.

The St. Petersburg correspondent of the Debats stands 
amazed before the spectacle.of the triumphal entry of 
the long banished supernatural into the midst of the 
sceptical and realistic society of the present day, and 
calls upon the men of science who have not been infected 
by it to assist in putting down this new superstition; or 
at least, he adds, let the adepts in Spiritualism explain 
its scope, and the mode in which it accords with the 
other articles of their scientfic creed. This gentleman 
appears to forget that newly observed phenomena do 
generally appear for a time as irreducible anomalies, and 
that it is only by time and patience that their places have 
been discovered in the system of nature of which so 
small a part is yet known.

PERSONAL
P h o f . H a l f o i r  S t e w a r t , of Owen's College, Manchester, 

England, and Prof. P. Guthrie Tait, of Edinborough, are 
said to be the joint authors of the new scientific work, “The 
Unseen Universe,” in which they arrive substantially at the 
conclusions of Modern Spiritualism ; namely, that there is an 
invisible world of spirit, inter-communicating with this; that 
man has a spiritual body relating him, even now, to that 
spirit world ; and that immortality is proved by the law of 
continuity in the universe— a law which Spiritualism through 
all its phenomena confirms. “The Unseen Universe,” is 
published by MacMillan & Co., New York. The authors 
named are well-known in the scientific world'.

Mrs. Com fton, the Havana, N. Y., medium, is said to be 
incapacitated by the state of her health froth giving more than 
one or two seances a week. Parties who have been to see 
the materializations in her presence have consequently been 
in several instance* disappointed. Lately, we understand she 
has been under treatment in New York City.

Frederick  Row land  Y oi' no, a well-known clergyman of 
England, and recently the editor of the Christian Spiritualist,
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now edited by Dr. Geo. Sexton, complains, in a recent com
munication that the latter’s avowed belief in Christianity has 
injured him in the estimation of many Spiritualists, and that 
his engagements to lecture have been less frequent in conse
quence. Dr. Sexton is too able and valuable an expounded of 
spiritual truths to be cast adrift: and Spiritualists should be 
the last to object to his recognition of the teachings of the 
greatest and most celebrated Spiritualist the world has ever 
known.

M. Leym a r i e , editor of the Kfvue Spirite, and one of the 
most distinguished Spiritualists in France, was at the latest 
accounts still in prison, because of his supposed implication 
in the phenomenal manifestations given bv Messrs. Firman 
and Huguet. This is atrocious. It is said that the Jesuits 
are at the bottom of the prosecution. Firman, it is believed, 
has t>een guilty of no fraud. Huguet. though a genuine 
medium for spirit photographs, is said to have yielded to the 
temptation of making money in supplementing his genuine 
phenomena with spurious.

Mr. J ames Hook, of Terre llaule, Indiana, writes in 
confirmation of the remarkable phenomena through Mr- 
Annie Stewart in public and private seances given in Dr. 
Allen Pence’s Hall, in Terre Haute. It will be remembered 
that in this case a fully materialized spirit, known by the 
name of Belle, leads forth the entranced medium in full view 
of the audience, and talks in a distinct voice, answering 
questions. “ These two forms.” says Mr.H«»ok. “stood pal
pably before us, not over five feet from us.” All the conditions 
seem to have been satisfactory, and the cabinet was so 
isolated that the spectators were sure there was no collusion 
or trick.

W e regret to announce that Madame Blavatskv is 
seriously ill. and her life has been in great danger. Last 
winter she fell with great force upon one of her knees, on the 
sidewalk, and the result was an infiamation of the periosteaw. 
or covering of the bone, which has progressed so far that it 
is nop- uncertain if the limb will mortify and l>e amputated, 
or become paralysed. It would be a great loss to the cause 
of Spiritualism U this distinguished lady should die. for her 
devotion, learning, and enthusiasm are unsurpassed, while in 
* spiritual gifts” she has scarcely an equal.

A t t e n t i o n  is called to a vigorous reply of Col. Olcott 
to the letter of Mr. Robert Cooper of Knglaml, which 
appeared last week. Col. Olcott applies the lancet with 
a bold hand, and is apt to draw blood when he sets about 
it. His exposition of the various methods resorted to 
by “ mediums” to cheat the public will be read with in
terest, and ought to suggest to investigarors necessary 
precautions to guard against their repetition.

S P I R I T  P H O T O G R A P H Y .
In the May number of Human Nature our correspondent, 

M. A. (Oxon), concludes his able series of articles on Spirit 
Photography. They bear evidence of a close, laborious 
examination into the subject, and of great sagacity and care 
in sifting the genuine from the spurious, the gold from the 
dross. This able writer and gifted medium arrives at conclu
sions which are well summed up in that portion of his article 
which we here present :

From all this I conclude that in most cases the pictures we 
have are those of representations made by spirits; usually so 
fashioned as to invite recognition. In more perfect conditions 
1 believe the spirits themselves are depicted. These cases 
arc rare; but as knowledge develops on cither side, we may 
hope that they will grow more frequent. And when we are 
satisfied as to the possibility of obtaining pictures of our 
spirit friends, we shall fix our minds less on the mechanical 
and more on the spiritual side of the question. It is a mys
terious law which governs spiritual intercourse that the 
mental attitude of the investigator very largely determines 
the measure and quality of his success. It is only they who 
have penetrated within the outer circle who know how abso
lutely invariable is the law which prescrilies that like shall 
attract like, and spiritual hunger be satisfied with spiritual 
food, while the prescriber of mechanical tests, the suspicious 
and hard in heart and mind, who would reduce every thing to 
line and plummet, and bind down Spiritualism to the' plane of 
physics, are sent empty away. It is good to remember that 
we are investigating a new science, and that we do this with
out much power of accurate communication on physical 
questions with our friends on the other side. We know little 
of the forces at work, or of the agencies employed. A fair 
consideration of this one point, that external agencies using 
unknown forces are in operation, will dispose us to maintain a 
guarded middle course. While we crush out with inflexible 
resolution any approach to deceit on the one hand, or fanatical

credulity on the other. * c  shall not be hasty to assume fraud 
where other construction is possible. Remembering that, e.f^ 
in the case of so-called double exposure, some of the photo
graphs which bear traces of it are undoubtedly genuine, we 
shall be disposed to entertain the possibility that an explana
tion mav lie found in the piss age of the rays of light through 
the amalgamated spheres of spirit and sitter, and their conse
quent refraction through the mixed aura. We shall recall to 
mind the experience of the most experienced, that what looks 
most dubious is frequently most true, and we shall go on in 
patience, record facts, tabulate our deductions, and wait for 
more light.

In this spirit, and feeling that it is good to lay down pre
cisely the^xunts arrived at. I submit the following conclusions 
which 1 conceive to be flirlv deducible from my evidence: —  

i oxcLusgntt.
/.— A s to the pi, fures ■ <>t enient/y called Spirit Photographs.

t. That photographs bearing upon them representations of 
spirits are, and have been, produced by Mumler, Hudson, 
IVarkes. Huguet. rtnd others.

2. That n<* known pmc*«* will produce the same appear
ances under the same conditions.

3. That traces of double exposure, and of appareut 
trickery, are not in all cases conclusive, seeing that we have 
little knowledge of the means by which the abnormal appear
ances are produced: seeing, moreover, that some of the 
pictures which bear suspicious traces are recognised as like
nesses of departed friends, while others in which similar 
appearances are presented are cases in which it is certain that 
no such double exposure took place.

4. That the editor of the British Journal of Photography, 
and other experts, have obtained such spirit photographs, 
uring their own materials, and working the plates throughout 
in Mr Hudson’s studio.

5 That similar results have been obtained in private by
amateur photographers, both in this country and elsewhere.

6. That all suggested means of imposture fail utterly to 
account for the enormous variety of the results obtained. 
Personation would rrquire so large a band of confederates 
that detection must shortly ensue.

7 In spite of this that no one produces plain proof o£
, fraud.

8. That in the onlv instance in which it was attempted to 
miintain a charge of imjiosture, the attempt broke dowft, and 
the accused was acquitted.

q. That a very large number of persons in all ranks of 
life, of unimpeachcd honesty and admitted integrity and acu
men. affirm that in some of these spirits they recognise the 
features of their‘ departed friends, and are ready to make 
affidavit to the fact.

Ia  That this individual opinion is in a large number of 
1 cases confirmed by other independent testimony.

11. That this has occurred in cases where no portrait of 
1 the deceased was, or ever had been, in existence, and when 

no opportunity for fraud was possible, 
j 11.— A s  to thtir appearance a n d  probable mode o f product ian .

1. That every professional photographer who produces 
l these pictures is a (xiwerful medium, presumably with his own
band of attendant spirits round him.

2. That these invisible operators are principally concerned 
in producing the spirit-photographs.

3. That the results obtained at each studio are suigenerts* 
differing altogether from pictures taken elsewhere.

4. That there are different means of producing these ap
pearances : some being solid, like sculpture; some fiat, as 
though taken from a painting : some out of drawing, as 
though projected on the sensitized plate ; some draped in a 
fiuidic vail, which seems to be in process of materialisation.

5. That the pictures are usually representation of objects 
moulded by spirits out of some substance, which may be called 
fiuidic or clastic-substance.

6. That this fluidic-substance is analogous to, if not identi
cal with the floating masses of luminous vapour so frequently 
seen by those who sit in spirit circles, and shown in the Clif
ton photographs taken by Mr. Beattie.

7. That while the juctures are usually photographs of 
objects moulded by spirit-power out of this fluidic-substance, 
in rare cases the spirit itself is posed, as testified t > by the 
vision of clairvoyants, and the sensations of sensitives.

8. That in such cases an incipient stage of materializattoa 
is reached, the degTee being such as is sufficient to affect the 
sensitive plate, though not the natural vision.

9. That corroboration of these propositions is derived 
from the various sources of previous statements made through 
an independent medium, clairvoyant vision at the time of the

| exposure of the plate, and subsequent results as depicted 
upon it.

i a  That the results hitherto obtained are only the cons- » 
j mencement of what we have ever)- reason to expect
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THE RELATIONS OF THE HUMAN BRAIN TO 
SPIRITUAL PHENOMENA.

BY PR O F. JO SE PH  R. BUCHANAN.

The science of the brain is. therefore, the coterminous 
science of Psychology, and, indeed, cerebral science in its 
fullest sense embraces Psychology— for the science of the 
brain is the science of Man, since all his conscious life is in 
the brain, and all his unconscious life is subordinate to the 
powers located in the brain. Cerebral science, therefore, is 
nearly synonymous with Anthropology; and as the science of 
man— of his conscious or true life—cannot be limited to its 
physiological career, if there be also a higher career, it ft  Hows 
that cerebial science, or Anthropology in its full development 
includes Psychology.

But this is a department of knowledge which scientists 
(biologists) have studiously neglected to cultivate, and is not 
embraced in the scope of any scientific association. The 
great majority of physiologists to-dxy know little or nothing 
of the brain as a psychic organ, but hold its psychic functions 
as matters of little interest, while they look only for physical 
operations and physical causes, as if this world were but an 
evolution of matter, and force ; the conscious existence, for 
which all this mechanism exists, being the very thing which 
they have almost excluded from science. The masterly reve
lation of cerebral an..tomy, by Call, compelled the more 
liberal and enlightened portion of the profession to take an 
interest in his psychic discoveries ; but that interest has been 
almost lost in the rage for pathology, chemistry, and the 
microscope. Medical investigations are thus confined to 
laying <a foundation for the science of man, leaving posterity 
to erect the science.

With this humble conception of medical and physiological 
science I have never been satisfied. It seemed to much like 
the labors c f the humble creature that builds coral reefs in 
the ocean for future centuries to cover with vegetation, life, 
and beauty.

You know that for nearly forty years I have been acting 
upon a different theory of the junction of the physiologist—  
that I have carried out the experimental demonstration of the 
psychic functions of the brain andorganized asystemof Anthro
pology, which includes all the higher phenomena of life. As a 
professor of physiology, I did not deem it my duty to with 
bold from my pupils the exposition of the conscious and 
emotional life of man, or to conceal my discovery that there- 
were organs in the brain which were the source of all the 
wonders of the human soul, its singular manifestations in 
animal magnetism, trance, ecstacy, clairvoyance, somnambu
lism, spiritualism, dreaming, vision, suspended animation, &c. 
With this experimental knowledge of the brain I was fully 
prepared with the physiological rationale of all the historic 
marvels and the still greater marvels of the last thirty years. 
Your letters testify to the wonderful fact— the grandest fact 
in all the progress of science— that spiritual beings have not 
yet lost their hold on earth, and control over the invisible 
atoms of matter, but can summon them from the invisible 
and organise such bodies as they desire, hold them together 
for such time as they choose, and then dissolve the wierd 
vision of ponderable substance into its original invisibility.

Absorbed as you have been with the question of ignorant 
skepticism and the critical inspection of details, I doubt 
whether you have yet fully realised the majestic gr andeur of 
the facts which you announce ! Do you not see that in 
these facts is contained the grand secret of Creation, for 
which the wise men of all ages, from the rapt seers of India 
and Egypt, to the materialistic scientists of to-day, have been 
searching in vain from the Zenith to the Nadir of Specula, 
tion? From the mystic notions of the elements ; the Pytha. 
gonian theories of the potency of numbers ; the Platonic 
conception ot absolute and eternal Ideas; the Hegelian 
conception ol Being, Non-Being, and the Immanent Absolute; 
the reveries oi  the Alchemist, and the dogmas of the theolo- 
gian, to the cosmic scheme of nebulous matter organizing in 
fiery orbs cooling down to the possibility of seas and 
continent*, and beginning, In the invisible organization of 
potopiasm, the germs of animal life which million? of years 

•t*of development have brought to our present zoological and 
human perfection— from all this and much more of restless,

I aspiring thought, grasping ambitiously at the secrets of the 
Infinite and Divine, humanity turns, as restless and as eager 
as ever, for an answer to the problem o f  the Infinite.

Vainly have we sought the answer in physical science! 
Matter or spirit is the paramount and primal cause. If 
matter, then the presence of intelligence, design, and benevo
lence is utterly inexplicable— for by no possible legerdemain 
of thought can we rise from matter to mind. If spirit be the 
paramount and primal cause, then all is explained, and the 
benevolent purpose of the universe shines out again, while all 
the deep intuitions of humanity, which tell of a God and a 
Heaven, are vindicated as profound and true! To this 
vindication of religion, this verification of hope, this elucida
tion of Infinite mystery is requisite but one thing— the plain 
and positive demonstration of the ability of the spirit power 
not only to control matter, but to create and destroy. When 
this great result is attained we may well say “ Eureka.'’ and 
rejoice that we have lived to witness the grandest scientific 
revelation of the ages.

From the accumulated testimony of many in Europe and 
America, we can draw no other conclusion than that the 
mystery is solved’ and that legions of spiritual beings possess 
the power of creating at will substantial forms, not only of 
human beings, but of flowers, plants, minerals— animal and 
vegetable life ! Not only of creating but of destroying— for 
ponderable bodies utterly disappear— and not only of disor
ganizing their own productions, but of dissipating forever the 
substances of which they take hold— substances composed 
of elements as ancient as the globe.

I will not speculate upon the mighty consequences in 
practical life which this discovery promises— consequences 
which tax imagination, and elevate hope to the zenith as the 
true prophet of humanity. I look simply at its intellectual 
grandeur, which reminds us of the biblical sublimity “ God 
said let there be ligh t: and there was light.” The sudden 
light which bursts upon us in this demonstration of creative 
power, dissipates infinite darkness and falsehood. The 
boasted doctrine of Spencer, the high priest of materialistic 
development, that both the creation and the destruction of 
matter are utterly “ unthinkable” propositions, is swept into 
the abyss of primitivea delusions, along with the polytheisms 
of Asia and Africa.

We are living in the presence, not of an “ Unknowable’* 
alone, nor of dead matter alone, but of an infinite realm of 
light, intelligence, and love, which continually surrounds us—  
a realm that is peopled by our own beloved and the good and 
wise of all ages, who dwell in thr midst of that benevolent 
and unbounded Power which governs all and cherishes all 
with an infinite benignity.

Grand as the conceptions are, their humble beginning now 
is in harmony with their magnificent destiny in the future. 
Ephemeral life is as perfect in the hour of its birth as it ever 
becomes, but the highest organism (man) is born in the most 
-pitiable weakness, and the grandest system of religion dates 

| from a Jewish stable.
It is not necessary that the world should rush in to sur

round the cradle which bears the commencement of an era. 
Let the world travel on its highway, while wise heads and 
loving hearts cherish and develop tl •  promise of the great 
future.

The service you have rendered mankind by your recent 
investigation is greatly enhanced in its value by the fact that 
it was made under the discouragement and annoyance of the 
occasional fraud and imposture in spiritual seances which 
mingle with genuine phenomena, so as to disgust and repel 

, superficial and prejudiced inquirers. In the only instance in 
which I have personally tested a materializing seance, about 

, twenty years ago, at Cincinnati, 1 found it to be an unmistak
able imposture, although the parties concerned were a branch 
of the same family which had produced many unquestionable 
materializations in Meigs County, Ohio. These impostures, 
I believe, will produce a good effect in checking blind 
credulity, and in repelling from the spiritual sphere a class of 

1 dogmatic, stubborn and superficial people, whose co-operation 
in any good cause is by do means desirable. They who 
cannot recognize diamonds when they are minglea with 
common earth, will not be successful as explorers, or do 
much to enlarge the area of philosophy.

Trusting that your book may serve to attract the wise and 
good alone. I remain yours cordially,

J. K. Buchanan.
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PSYCHOLOGY AND SPIRITUALSM. 1
BY WILLIAM HITCH MAM, M.R.C.S. (ENG.)

Whatever may be said, sung or written of the British 
National Association of Spiritualists, or the Psychological 

Society of Great Britain, not omitting that of Liverpool, 
the impartial observer of recent proceedings cannot fail to 
notice the striking analogy— rather, perhaps, identity—of 
certain natural phenomena, termed Psychology and Spirit
ualism. Comparative anatomy does not lead to the invariable 
conclusion that the operations of mind are essentially asso
ciated with the convolutions of hemispherical ganglia, or 
nervous vesicles of brain and spinal cord, either as fine 
transparent cell-membrane, containing granular matter and a 
nucleus, within which are nucleoli, or other structural elements 
of grey and white organic substance, on the integrity of which, 
in all its atomic forms and molecular arrangements, depend 
sensibility, volition, instinct, reason, and in mankind, spirit
uality of soul. The fibres are said to be tubular or white' 
and grey or gelatinous, and best seen in the brains of negroes 
and porpoises, though Spurzhein considered them most distinct 
in the brains of Englishmen, beyond all other races or tribes 
of animated nature, owing to their constant use of other 
, animals on whose flesh and blood they mainly subsist

Is nervous tissue the chief clement of psychology and 
Spiritualism ? and are both these latter branches of human 
inquiry resolvable into questions pretaining to fibres, cells, 
or vesicles? If so, organized beings descend from inorganic 
substances absolutely. Albumen is thus the facile primeps 
of human organization, mentally and physically, with five 
parts of fatty constituents and eighty of water ! Carbonic acid 
and ammonia, becoming dissolved in dew and rain of atmo 
spheric changes, are then absorbed by living vegetables: 
under the operation of vital force, which is itself but “a mode 
of motion,” molecularly, carbonic acid, I say, so decomposed, 
oxygen given off pure to the air, and carbon, with the elements 
ol water, forming the structure of each plant— the cycle is 
complete, from nebula to nebula, evermore. In a sense, it is 
obvious that, if Spiritualism be true, psychology, which 
repudiates or ignores it, is false, utterly. Lactantius says, 
“ I have proved for myself that God sends angels to commune 
with the souls of men.” (De orig. Error, ii. 15.) The Hebrew 
bard sings thus : “ He has given his angels charge over thee, 
that they should keep thee in all thy ways.” “ They shall 
bear thee up in their hands,” &c. (Psalm xci. 11.) And 
among a variety of other passages, David tells us, “ Let the 
angel of the Lord chase them, (Psalm xxxv. 5); ay, persecute, 
or deliver from danger, according to the mood or mediumship 
of the shepherd-king, and his precise knowledge of psychol
ogy, or Spiritualism; in other words, truth or falsehood.

Psychologists, like anthropologists, have clearly been mis 
taken in viewing the brains of men and animals as the sole 
mechanical or molecular causative agents in all the intellec
tual, emotional, and other mental processes, merely from 
having found external demonstrative evidence that impres
sions and ideas of our spiritual nature require the temporary 
aid or co-operation of organic structure. Spiritualism is the 
higher psychology, since it proves conclusively, from in
vincible facts and phenomena, now, as heretofore, that the 
soul of man, either in the flesh or out of it, is active rather 
than acted upon, when it reflects, reasons, deliberates, judges^ 
pronounces respecting the true and the false, materially, the 
right and the wrong— morally, in its own world of spirituality 
of intelligence— not without arguments irrefragible and illus
trations inexorable, concerning the distinct existence and 
future manifestations of that thinking principle which accom
panies both matter and spirit. In A. D. 66, Plutarch was a 
pupil of the philosopher Ammonius, at Delphi, and he tells 
us (DeGen. Socr.) that as soon as the great and good Athenian 
Spiritualist was born, Sophroniscus, his father, consulted the 
oracle, and was (by spirit-communion) advised to be no more 
solicitous about the welfare of his son, inasmuch as he pos
sessed, within and without himself, the controlling guide of 
his life, which was better far for him than five hundred 
masters of the schools or doctors in philosophy.

Facts connected with psychology and Spiritualism in 1875, 
have been recorded from the earliest periods of known nistory. 
The influence of the magnetic hand and heart over diseases 
of the mortal body, for example, is frequently mentioned by

I “
many Greek and Roman authors, and from their time to our 
own, has constituted an effective branch of medical science 

I in various and distant portions of the habitable g!ol>e. The 
wisdom of Solon, the Grecian lawgiver, was probably never 
more conspicuous than in the following verse

The •mallmi hum •̂•Mrtiine* inerrsae and rage 
W >re than all art of i-hvtic can a«Miat;t .
Sometime* the furv the wont dwewr,
The hand, by gently Mroking will apfieawe.

Aslepiades, moreover, acquired his great reputation as a 
physician at Rome, by healing the sick mesmerically ; that is 
is, continued gentle friction of the surface, until each sufferer 
fell into sweet sleep, and awoke cured. Tacitus, Suetonius, 
the Emperor Vespasian, at Alexandria, Chaldean priests, 
Indian Brahmins, the Pcrsi, Jesuit missionaries, Van Hclmont, 

, Sir Kenclm Digby, and a host of learned philosophers in the 
fifteenth, sixteenth, and seventeenth centuries, narrate ex- 

l amples of what are called animal magnetism, and mesmeric 
phenomena, interesting alike to the modem Spiritualist and 
the recent psychologist. Socrates was a trance medium, to al[ 
intents and purposes. Eugubinus (Pe perenn Philos^ 25, 
et seq.) confirms the saying of Plato and others, to the effect 
that the great Athenian Spiritualist was guided, when appa
rently sleeping, by a good spirit, whereupon the ex-sculptor 
was wont to exclaim, “ Now, if it please God, you shall learn 
much through me, and the spirit from heaven does not stay 
my tongue.”

I allege the universal consent of the best authors rather 
to the Spiritualism than the psychology of Socrates: that, in 
point of fact he was a medium, and controlled by a visitor 
from the world of spirit. To believe otherwise, is to question 
the teaching of the noblest intellects during ten successive 
centuries of learning, to ignore the Spiritualism of ancient 
and modern times, of wh;ch psychology can never form the 
central figure, and last, but not least, is to join issue with the 
British National Association of Spiritualists, and, as a matter 
of course, the history of Neandcr, the philosophy of Marsilio 
Ficius, Xenophon’s “ Memorabilia and Apology for the Spirit 

j  of Socrates,” Plato’s “ Dialogues, &c.,” not to mention the 
admirable testimony of Gibbon and Grote, in their splendidly 

, brilliant narrations of the mo st eventful periods of classic 
I Greece and Rome.

As a science or philosophy, unassailable facts in my pos
session, psychology, fairly represented, can never reach, and 

; Spiritualism alone can satisfy the rational impartial soul. 
Of what use is psychology without Spiritualism, in the expla
nation of the following facts ? 1 locked Miss Parry, of 142
Spencer-street, Liverpool, in a scientific cabinet, of my own 
special construction, amid the closest possible scrutiny of 
intelligent skeptics; nevertheless, both in light and dark rooms, 
hands, figures of human forms, and splendid stars, have 
appeared, together with musical performances, movements of 
heavy bodies without mechanical aid or muscular force of any 

l person of mortal co il; also proper answers to philosophical 
I questions, in different languages, Latin, Greek, Hebrew,
; French, Italian, and German— (not a syllable of which is 
1 known to the medium herself), independently of trance

speaking, voices in the air, delicious fragrance of flowers, 
fruit, rappings, and writings. Even more marvellous is the 
mediumship of "Miss Clark. In presence of Mr. T. Herbert 
Noyes, J.P., I have likewise been favored by unseen intelli
gences, with accurate descriptions of the metal osmium, with 
chemical details of one of its oxides, its discovery in 1805 by 
Tennant, as well as its medicinal properties in various 
diseases.

In short, I could fill three octavo volumes of true, not false 
“ facts,” that find no solution in psychology, and belong only 
to that higher Spiritualism, which is the last and best gift of 
God tg man, on earth and in heaven.

ON MATERIALIZATION.

In an inspirational lecture on Spiritual Chemistry, Mrs. Cora 
L. V’. Tappan said,—

“ Could you see the atmosphere of this room independent 
of the light which illumines it, you would find it composed of 
various auras, of different hues and colors, each one corre
sponding to your special grade of mind. These auras under 
proper combination would form a vast power for the spines to 
use ; under an improper combination they would defeat the
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vtry manifestation you seek, so that the only amazing thing 
ia connection with them is that they occur so frequently, and 
are so satisfactory, considering the delicate nature of the 
physical qualities employed, and the various inharmonious 
devices people resort to for such manifestations. A chemical 
discovery which takes a century to perfect, after perhaps a 
century of failures, is considered a wonder of its kind, because 
at the end of that century it is perfected, and the formula of 
It given to the world. A  spiritual problem which has existed 
for little more than a quarter of a century demands an imme
diate process from the world of science or it will not be 
accepted, because it claims to be spiritual. The fact that 
manifestations of this kind are under the control of individ
ual minds with separate wills ; the fact that the laws governing 
them are subject to the individual caprice of mortals, should 
show you what very subtle and delicate conditions are 
required even for the production of one sound, or the 
manifestation of a single instance of individuality separate 
from the minds of those present. Yet these indications and 
manifestations occur by the thousands, proving that the 
world of spirits outside of these embodied in the form is 
intent upon solving every intermediate question between your 
sphere of existence and theirs.

F R A U D S A N D  T E S T S .
7# tk i Editor o f  The Spiritual Stint/is/ :

S i r : The omments of Mr. Robert Cooper, of England 
upon my assertion that I could not obtain such opportunities 
for applying tests to the Eddys as I desired, were suitably 
answered in your editorial postcript to his letter, in the 
Scientist of last week; and I might well be excused from 
taking any further notice of so shallow a critic. But, as the 
occasion seems favorable for a few pertinent hints to inves
tigators of the Spiritualistic phenomena, I ask your indulgence.

Mr. Cooper says that, from his knowledge “based upon a 
fortnight's experience at Mr. Eddy’s residence,” he considers 
the remark that I could not obtain what 1 desired in the man. 
ner I desired, “wholly unwarranted and uncalled for.”  To 
which I reply that, from my knowledge, based upon a resi
dence at Chittenden and vicinity nearly three months, I say 
that it was an enormous loss to the public that I was not 
afforded as perfect test conditions there as I was in Philadel
phia and Havana, as Mr. Crookes was in London, or Prof. 
Wagner ia St Petersburg, Prof. Hare in Philadelphia, and 
Mr. Cooper, himself, in the presence of Mrs. Thayer and 
Mrs Fay. If my book has any value it is due to the fact that 
1 have endorsed no phenomena that I did not see occur under 
absolutely satisfactory conditions. What may be my private 
opinion of the genuineness of the Eddy phenomena is one 
thing; what 1 am able to swear to before a council of savants, 
another. If I had not been well satisfied that I was witness
ing genuine spirit materialization, 1 should not have wasted 
time and hard labor upon the case ; and the plain, unvarnished 
•arrative of my experiences, with all my reservations and 
and caution against credulous belief, has satisfied that Master 
of Science, Mr. Wallace, that I have proved my case.

Compare the crude, unsupported, unscientific results re
ported for the Spiritual press every week, as to convincing 
force, with the stories of what Crookes, Wallace, Varley, 
Hare, Flammarion and Wagner have done, and then say if 
such preposterous objections as these of this Mr. Cooper, to 
the taking of common-sense precautions, have any weight, 
consider the fate of poor, dear Mr. Owen, the purest of pure 
men, the honestest of honest investigators, and say if test 
conditions are “wholly unwarranted and uncalled for.”

If Mr. Cooper wants to know how his Eddy reports are 
viewed in his own country, let him turn to the London Spir
itualist of May 14th, and he will find the editor saying that 
•M r. Cooper has not proved that a different kind of manifes
tations” (that is from the duplications, and elongations of the 
medium’s form, particularly Mr. Home’s) “was witnessed by 
him at Chittenden, for he did not see the faces of the spirits 
etc.” In fact Mr. Cooper himself, (in the Religio-Philosophical 
Journal, of May 1,) admits that “the great drawback of the 
materialization seance is that the figures do not appear in a 
sufficiently strong light to he satisfactorily visible and, at 
his seance of March 17th, at the Eddy Homestead, when a 
figure which purported to be that of his wife,~appeared, he

tells u s; “ The light was not strong enough fo r  me to identify 
the features; all that I could see was &c., &c.” He actually 
could not tell whether or not his diseased wife confronted 
him, and yet, in your paper last week, he says; “To my mind 
there is a great deal of unnecessary fuss made about testing 
mediums, and when as in the case of the Eddys the manifes
tations are given under such conditions that the facts speak 

fo r  themselves, I cannot wonder at the mediums objecting to 
a lot of ridiculous expedients being resorted to for the sake 
of proving what it is unnecessary to prove.”

Now what slop this is for a man to talk who wishes the 
public to believe he sees what he pretends to see ! If the 
Spiritualists w*ant to go on another twenty-seven years, swal
lowing everything that is put into thtir open mouths by false 
mediums and giggling, elementary "spirits, let them do so: but 
it does seem as if it were high time for the general public to 
know just how much of all these phenomena are genuine.

Look at this business of “ spirit-photography.”  Was there 
ever a more impudent swindle than most of this class of 
“manifestations”? A trickey photographer takes a sitter’s 
portrait, exposes it, for an instant, iî  the developing.room to 
another negative, before the lamp, and lo ! behind the green 
victim’s head appears the shadowy form of somebody who 
does duty, by turns, for grandmother, cousin, sister, aunt, or 
“guide.” Or, mayhap, by the same hocus-pocus, messages 
are photographed in the dark, or mystic portraits or emblems 
made to come upon the plate.

Again, a “medium” has in his pocket a wide-mouthed vial 
of concentrated ammonia, and on his little finger a ring with 
a sharp projection. His duped sitter writes a name upon a 
paper and rolls it into a pellet: which the swindler deftly 
removes, reads, replaces, and, presto! on his bared aim 
appears the name in crimson letters (made under the table the 
moment before, by scratching the flesh with the sharp point 
of the ring, or a bit of a match, and rubbing it with the 
ammonia). Or, a note is written by the victim, removed and 
read by the “medium,” replaced, and an answer is presently 
furnished, signed with the name desired. Or, again, a 
wretched, abandoned woman hides in the bosom of her dress 
some masks, which at the right moment she holds up at the 
cabinet aperature, if they are of paper, or floats in the air ii 
they are of thin rubber, made for that purpose.

Or, again, another swindler has a hinge arrangement in her 
wooden shoe-sole, by clapping which she can make as good 
raps as any one ever heard. Or, still again, a clever ventrilo
quist causes such changes of his voice and such adjustment 
6f it to places, that “ investigators” of the Cooper sort are 
ready to swear that the dead have spoken from beyond the 
grave to surviving friends.

I have said, on more than one occasion, that I protest 
against all brutal tests and precautions ; but 1 say now, and once 
for all, that any medium who will not consent to the adoption of 
such harmless but efficacious methods as will render his good- 

| faith perfectly apparent, and seal the phenomena occurring in his 
presence with the stamp of genuineness, is, if not a Swindler, 
at least of little value towards enlightening and correcting 
public opinion on this momentus question of spiritual inter* 
course. H e n r y  S. O l c o t t .

K nun the London Spiritualitt.

P E R SE C U T IO N  OF S P IR IT U A L IS T S  IN PA R IS.
M# Buguet, it is said, has made a confession in which he 

asserts that he has never taken a genuine spirit photograph, 
the result of which is that he has been liberated on nominal 
'bail, while the innocent Leymarie, against whom the priests 
are very bitter, is still incarcerated in jail. Some of Buguet’s 
pictures are too well authenticated to be explained away, and 
some, there is no doubt, are forgeries; he is believed to be 
one of those villainous mediums who will do anything at any 
time to serve their own temporary interests and convenience. 
As for Mr. Firman, a lawyer tells us that no evidence what 
ever would prove the reality of materialisations in any English 
court of law, for ignorance and prejudice would outweigh all 

; evidence. If this is the case in England, it must l*e much 
worse in Paris; this, coupled with the suspicious appe.trances 
surrounding Firman’s last seance, makes it apptur probable 
that he will be convicted of imposture, though iu all proba 
bility undeserved I .

L
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Important to Npirituali*tN.

HE spiritual movement resembles 
every other in this respect: that 
its growth is the work of time, and 

its refinement and solidification the result 
•of causes working from within outward. 
The twent)-seven years which have 
elapsed since the rappings were first heard 
in Western New York, have not merely 
created a vast body of spiritualists, but 
moreover stimulated a large and constantly 
increasing number of superior minds into 
a desire and ability to grasp the laws which 
\\ e back of the phenomena themselves.

IK thepre
thinkers have nad no special organ for the 
interchange of opinions. The leading 
spiritual papers are of necessity com
pelled to devote most of their space to 
communications of a trivial and purely 
personal character, which are interesting 
only to the friends of the spirits sending 
them, and to such as are just beginning 
to give attention to the subject. In 
Engl end the London Spiritualist, and in 
France the Revue Spirite, present to us 
examples of the kind of paper that should 
have been established in this country 
long ago —  papers which devote more 
space to the discussion of principles, the 
teaching of philosophy, and the display of 
conservative critical ability, than to the 
mere publication of the thousand and 
one minor occurences of private and 
public circles.

It isi is the standing reproach of American 
Spiritualism that it teaches so few things 
worthy of a thoughtful man's attention; 
that so few of its phenomena occur 
under conditions satisfactory to men of 
scientific training; that the propagation 
of its doctrines is in the hands of so 
many ignorant, if not positively vicious, 
persons ; and that it offers, in exchange 
for the orderly arrangements of prevailing 
religious creeds, nothing but an undigested 
system of present and future moral and 
social relations and accountability.

T he best thoughts of our best minds 
have heretofore been confined to volumes 
whose price has, in most instances, placed 
them beyond the reach of the masses, 
who most needed to be familiar with them. 
To remedy this evil, to bring our authors 
into familar intercourse with the great 
body of spiritualists, to create an organ 
upon whicn we may safely count to lead 
us in our fight with old superstitions and 
mouldy creeds a few earnest spiritualists 
have now united.

I nstead of undertaking the doubtful 
and costly experiment of ftarting a 
new paper, they have selected the 
Spiritual Scientist, of Boston, as the 
organ of this new movement. Its intel
ligent management up to the present 
time, by Mr. E. G erry Brown, and the 
commendable tone that he has given to 
its columns, make comparatively easy the 
task of securing the co-operation of the 
writers whose names will be a guarantee 
of its brilliant success. Although the 
object has been agitated only about three 
weeks, the Committee have already 
received promises from several of our 
best known authors to write for the paper, 
and upon the strength of those assurances 
many subscriptions have been sent in 
from different cities. The movement is 
not intended to undermine or destroy any 
of the existing spiritualistic journals': 
there is room for all, and patronage for all.

T he price of the Spiritual Siiontisi, 
is $2.50 per annum, postage Included. 
A person sending five yearly subscrip

tions, is entitled to 
w ithout extra charge.

1 copy for himself based on the 
Subscriptions may man survive*

demonstrated fact, that 
the dissolution of the

be made through any respectable agency, physical body, and that there is an inter- 
or by direct communication with the editor change of thoughts and affections be-
E. Ge»

[communication
E. Gerry Brown, 18 Exchange Street, 
Boston, Mass.

For the Committee o f Seven, 
Brotherhood or Luxor.

tnmi the Spiritual Scignttat i Editorial) April *9. 1*75.

A  Me**iige from  L u x o r .
'j'HK readers of the Scientist will be

tweca a vast spirit-world and the inhabi
tants of our planet, ought to awaken 
enthusiasm and prompt to a generous 
giving for the spread of so inspiring a
truth.

Many of our Spiritualists, especially 
those in our smaller cities, atteod no 
church or Sabbath meeting and contri
bute nothing of their means for any spirit-

no more & jrprised to read the circular ual cause or instruction whatever. I>oes
which appears on our first page than we 
were to receive the same by posk since 
the appearance of our last number. 
Who may be our unknown friends of the 
“ Committee of Seven,” we do not know, 
nor who the “ Brotherhood of Luxor,”

it never occur to such persons that a tririe 
contributed to the support of our spiritual 
journals would be no more than what they 
ought freely to give, exempted as they 
are ?

Of the large number of Spiritualists
but we do know that we are most thank- !n  ̂ nited States there surely must 
ful for this proof of their interest, and J,€ at ,cas! two hundred thousand who 
shall try to cfeser\’c its continuance. leisure, the intelligence, and

Can anyone tell us an\*thing of such a means, that should invite them to
fraternity as the above ? And what support of the American Spiritual
Luxur is meant? Is it the ancient city There are now only three jour-
of that name, whose majestic ruins, afford na*s ,n country, which can be said to 
but a faint idea of the splendor of its be Active representatives of Spiritualism 
prime? Once a metropolis whose smallest There is the “ Banner of Light, the 
public building must have eclipsed in sire °J"ei* a , * believe, the most widely
any of modern times, it is now a desolate circulated. But it has some peculiar 
waste, guarded only byahandful of Arabs, features, which, though they may suit the 
whose flocks graze the avenues that in majority of readers, are not wanted by 
past ages glittered with wealth, and who *Ae scholarly inquirers who look simply 
dare not enter it by night for fear of the spiritual facts and information. It

gives long stories, and devotes much 
space *0 unconfirmed spirit messages. 
Then there is “ The Keligio Philosoph
ical Journal,” largely given to ad\ertise- 
ments, records of meetings, lists of 
lecturers, accounts of seances, & c; it 
probably has the largest circulation. 
This too supplies undoubtedly a want, 
and commends itself to many inquirers.

We have no wish to detract from the 
merit or the subscription-list of either of 
these well-known journals. They have

.1/files, or unprogressed spirits; who 
flit with noiseless footsteps through the 
deserted passages and chambers under
ground. Travellers tell us of grand 
rooms in the temples the walls of which 
are ablaze with frescoes of quaint device 
which looks as fresh as if the paint were 
laid oh but yesterday. Can it be that 
shades of the departed Magi, banded 
together into a Council, meet there to 
rule the spiritual destinies of mankind ?

It is time that some Power, terrestrial M  M ill— M  - M M  I  . ■
or supernal, came to our aid, for after done valiant service for the cause when 
twenty-seven years of spiritual manifesta- fbere were few to speak for it, and there 
tions, we know next to nothing about the a ^rge and increasing class to whose 
laws of their occurence. Have we learnt wants they are skilfully adapted, 
aught concerning mediumship, its cause, “ Spiritual Scientist, the
its perils, its possibilities, its advantages? youngest of the three, addresses itselt 
Have we examples of the co-operation of more especially to that class ot invest: 
spirits with mortals upon equal terms, or gators who want no miscellaneous or 
the subserviency of the latter to the extraneous matter mixed up with the 
former, as in some cases is meet and one subject of Spiritualism. It aims to 
proper? Mediumship in our day seems fFve the pith  of the spiritual news of the 
to be synonymous with Slavery, and it j «*y» to avoid long-winded discussion, 
really appears as if the medium class had works of fiction, lengthy reports, «5kc., and 
had no rights that their invisible mastesr to present, as far as possible, the purely 
were bound to respect. scientific aspect of the great movement

We cannot help regarding this as an pregnant with such important results for 
evil of magnitude, and if we could onl*- the future.
be satisfied that the appearance of this We believe there is a place for such a 
mysterious circular is an indication that the journal, and w e hope there are mao\ 
the Eastern spiritualistic fraternity is about subscribers to both the other spiritual 
to lift the veil that has so long hid the weeklies, who without dropping them. 
Temple from our view, we in common will And it not too heavy a tax to add to 
with all other friends of the cause would their list the “ Spiritual Scientist. The 
hail the event with joy. It-will be a three together would not cost ten dollars 
blessed day for us when the order shall 
be, S it Lux.

a year, and surely that is an insignificant 
sum for a family to pay for that pert of 
its instruction which pertains to the great 
truths that point us to the survi\^d of 
relatives and friends in a life be\ond the 
grave, and impresses upon us the great 
lesson of our own immortality. Surely

From the Spiritual SantM, (Editorial), Nay ij,
A  H i n t  t o  S p i r i t i n t l i s t * .

If a knowledge of facts Ought to make _ ............................ ..
a man earnest in the proclamation of the t/,rrt organs for a cause that numbers 
truth which he has attained to, then ju  l(1hf*  nts by millions will not be 
surely an intelligent Spiritualist ought to th ht too in a countn )ile  ourv
‘eel privileged in doing what he can for VVe confidently' appeal to Spirituals*

generally to do what they can afford to 
o, to make our journal a success.

the spread qf our cheering evangel. It 
the members of religious sects give 
oftentimes nearly a tithe of their incomes 
to the support of their various churches, 
surely, the sincere Spiritualist ought to 
emulate their liberality so far as to con
tribute something to that invisible but j ^  nisi W tw
grand church Catholic which is to be 
found in the communion of those minds 
that recognise the great fundamental j j  p , .  
truth of Spiritualism. Surely a faith j * , . i r i m i  s h m i W .

p erson  r e c e iv in g  a  S p ecim en  
C op y o f  th e  Sc ie n tist.

■ ■ ■ »!, k.

A

in i .  r .
i s . ,  . .  i t w .  h  tlw h a k s ,  a  tW ymm
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How To Form A Spirit Cirri**.

M M M M  
t r r tM t f M U  b« made

■ ■ ■ ■ tmy mtmmm (««■  ■ », »inj t h i t  iW r t  l k ( l l  b t  W
iM m ip u o a  for o m  hour during the attuag «(U h c »  
ala.

A d v e r t i s e m e n t s .

S P I R I T U A L  SCI E N T I S T

A d v e r t i s e m e n t s .

A  W E E K L Y  J O U R N A L  D E V O T E D  T O  

T H E  S C IE N C E ,

H IS T O R Y , P H IL O S O P H Y  A N D  T E A C H IN G S  

OP
S P I R I T U A L I S M .

the table or rounds •

Without disparagement to any other organ of Spirit
ualism non before the pub ic, a *  may confidently say. 
that there arc many investigator* who feel the need of 
a weekly iikc the “ Sfiritual Scientist,”  less filled up 
with advrnmements than the other journals less secular 
and miscellaneous, more singly devoted to Spiritualism, 
[Hire and simple, more strictly scientific in ito scope and 
intent. We nope that all Spuitualista who receive this 
number will do what they can to help ua to a circulation 

We have now the prospect of valuable editorial assist
ance not only from the roo-t , ultnated purer, m 
America but from eminent men ..f science* n Luroj< 
w ho have become convinced of the amazing phenomena, 
now becoming so common, and who are ready to do 
battle for the truth.

We ask then the co-operation of all friends of the 
cause here and in Europe in sircti|rthrning our hands, 
that we mav make the .Spiritual .Scientist/* what we 
hope to make it. and what it (Wight to be— the organ of 
the best and highest thought on the great subject that 
is destined to nave such a leavening effect upon all 
eiisting systems and creeds. Now is the time fur 
effectual aid.

1 T ub  SpibituaI. Scibntist presents each week a 
comprehensive review of the progress of Spiritualism, 
in its practical, scientific, philosophical, and religious 

1 aspects. Its contents are sufficient in variety to suit 
| all classes of minds that are attracted to Spiritualism.
; and it endeavors to supply all that can interest an 
j  investigator into the deeply important subject of

Man's Immortal Existence.
I T he to p ic s  t r e a te d  B u y  b e  th u s  c la ss ified :—

R e ln n t lf lc  I n v e s t ig a t io n ,  tending to increase

I SS S. F . X ICKK KNOX,
T r a n c e  a n d  H u a ln * * *  M e d iu m .

*•»* Tremont Street. Hours, 9 to j. Public Seancea 
Sunday evening. Admission 50 c ts

THE WONDERFUL HEALER
A n d  ( ’l a l r w o y a n t

M RS. ( M M O R R IS O N , No. 10a Westminster St, 
Magnetic in.em ents given. Diagnosing disease by 
•*<k of hair, f i  ou Give age and sea. Remedies 
sent by mai I Specific for Epilepsy and Neural-

Address Mrs. C . M. Morrison, Boston, Mass, Bo*
•s«w

n  l l  l 'H U N  o r  STAN DARD BOOBS ON 

l la r i n n i i l a l  r t i i l t M o p h y ,  S p i r i t u a l i s m .  F r e e  
K c l l g l o n ,  s m l G e n e r a l  r e f o r m .

- 4  E axt F o u r th  St^ N ew  Y ork .
A g e n t s  f u r  S p i r i t u a l  S c ie n t is t .

B OSTOX HIDING ACADEMY
OFINBD FOB TNB SBASON AT

1 0 4 5  W a sh in g to n  S tr e e t.
for Pu| ils or Classes. A new Academy, surpassing any 
in the city. Everything in complete order. There :s 

, also connected a well ventilated boarding stable, for 
which we solicit the patronage of the public.

P R O F . J .  M. SM IT H .

WOODS A CO.’S ORGANS.

three tilts or raps
an intelligent b s  the knowledge of the nature of the human spirit and 

its surroundings; also, of the relation between man in 
the spirit world and thuee on the physical plane of ex-

medium is usually a person 
ite, aad genial nature, and 

T b s  majority

T he

P h i l o s o p h i c a l  D e d u c t io n  a n d  D e m o n 
s t r a t io n .  reports of Lecture*, detailed account* of 
Remarkable Phenomena, Materialisation, Levitations

I * c
R e l l g lo n a  a n d  M o r a l  T e a c h i n g  Bommu-

| nicated by Spirits, Exhortation to act (or Eternity rather 
, than for Time, to be suided by principle rather than 
) expediency; in reneraT, tending to give higher aspirs- 
j tion for our guidance in life.
1 R e p o r t s  o f  P r o g r e s s  from all parts of the

world, by correspondence, exchanges, and reportorial, 
j  facilities.

H i s t o r i c a l  S k e t c h e s ,  illustrating the universality
of inspiration from the Spirit World.

I E d i t o r i a l ;  Opinions. Extracts from Periodicals. 
I Reviews of Books: Literary Announcements.

T hb Sc i e n t i s t  will be a medium of instruction to 
Investigators. Questions sod objections will be freely 

1 answered. It invites the co-operation of lovers of 
I Spiritual progress, and solicits their patronage and 
| support.

T erm s: T w o D o lla rs  a n d  a  H a lf

I U

| These remarkable instruments have created much 
interest in America and Europe by reason of tbeir

B e a u tifu l  M usical E ffe c ts  
E leg a n t D e s ig n s  a n d  E la b o r a te  

F in ish .
■ Their P IA N O  Stop is a piano of beautiful tone, which 
. will never reauire tuning. All interested in music 
1 should know of this important invention. Address

c j e o . w o o d s  &  c o .
C a m b r i d c e p o r t , M a s s -

; W akbboomv 66 ft  68 Adams St. Chicaco,
a8 Ludgate Hill, London, England.

grangers present, art usually the beet.
If  the circle is composed of persons with suitable 

fits. mandestatMWS Brill take place read

p er  A n n u m .

if  the contrary be the case much perseverance

ELECTRIC PHYSICIAN.
|  O X  S E L F  C U R *  B Y  E L E C T R IC IT Y .

M EW  W O R K  B Y

E M M A  H A R D IN G E  , B R IT T E N .
A Plain Guide to the use of the Electro- 
Mafnetic Battery, with full directions for 
the treatment of every form of disease on 
the highly successful
F re n c h  a n d  V ien n ese  H y.teni* o f  

M ed ica l E lec tr ic ity .
T h is  excellent little work enables all to 
cu re  themselves without the aid of d r u g s  
o r d octors, and is the only safe, reliable, 
and complete guide to the practice of Med- , 
leal E lectric ity  e ver riven to the public. 
P u blish  J  and Sold,by

D r. W ill I am  B r itte n .
> 5 5  Writ Brook lint St., Bottom, Matt. 

P rice  jo  cen ts. B y  m ail JJ cents.

S c ie n tis t  P u b lish in g  C om pany, 
1 8  E x c h a n g e  S tree t, 

B o sto n , Mans.

ACH5NT8.
F O R  H I B H C l t l l T I O N  * M )  S A L E  O F

S P I K I T I  A L  SC IE N T IST .
B o s t o n  a n d  N e w  E n g l a n d .  N ew  England 

New* Co., jy  and 41 Court Street. Wholeaale Agent* 
lor New* Dealer*. Copies not sold are returnable.

N e w  Y o r k  a a d  I ’ n l t w l  M a t e * .  American 
New* Co., W hoiesak Agent* lor New* Dealer*.

N e w  Y o r k  C’ ltjr . A. I. Devi* ft  C o., *4 Ea*t 
Fourth Street Sale* and Subscription*.

H a r t f o r d  C o n n  Abram Row , Railroad Depot, 
aad $6, Trumbull Street Sales and Subscriptions 

L u n e n b u r g .  V i .  J. a  Darling ft  C o ,  S ak s 
aad Subscription*.

P h i l a d e l p h i a ,  P e n n  J. H. Rhode*. M. D  
918 Spring Gardena Sales and Subscription*.

K # w  O r le a n s  L a  C  C. Haley. 10 t<
Place aad i | j  Poydrae S t  Sake and Sub 

b a n  F r * e r l * r o ,  < a l. H. Soow. J19

S CIEXUE OF SPIRITUALS!!.

Hg L o u is  M o. H. L . Ket . 6»o North Fifth

A  T R A N C E  A D D R E S S  D E L IV E R E D  B Y

J .  J ,  M ORSK.
T R A N C E  M E D IU M , O P  L O N D O N ,

— before—
T h e  RoHton S p ir itu a lis ts ’ U n ion

Sunday Evening, Jan. 17

13.00 pr 100., single Copies, 5 cts.

'I'HE GREAT SENSATION
1 O f th e  A g e .

“ People trom the O tter World."
C O L . O L C O T T S  E D D Y  H O M E S T E A D  S P I R I T  

M A N IF E S T A T IO N S .
Most astounding developments Spirit* weighed end 

Investigator* et their wit*’ end Nothing 
New version of thelike it «

M K A T IE  K IN O  EXPOSE.**
Table* turned on the accuaeru. W ho nr* the frauds ? 
The most wondrous book of the age.

A. .a n  tv W a n t e d  in  every tow  a  to  sail k . For

A M K R IC A N  P U B L IS H IN G  CO . H A R T F O R D
C T ., A N D  C H 1C A C O .


